An end-to-end

ACA Reporting
Solution Provider

About ACAwise
ACAwise is a cloud-based ACA reporting solution that efficiently takes care of
all your ACA reporting requirements. We are an IRS-authorized and SOC-2
certified provider with over 7 years of experience in handling ACA reporting for
various government entities, TPAs and their clients, and enterprises across
many different industries.

ACAwise Service Offerings
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ACA Core
The Core package includes the preparation and e-filing of ACA Forms
based on the data provided (including ACA codes). Learn more

ACA Elite
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The Elite package includes ACA code generation based on the employee
census and payroll data you provide. After reviewing the generated forms in
either an excel or PDF template, ACAwise e-files the ACA Forms with the IRS.
The elite package also includes additional data validation processes and
reporting for special cases such as ICHRA, COBRA coverage, age band,
rehires, etc. Learn more

ACA State Filing
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State filing is available from ACAwise as an add-on service. When clients
choose this option, ACAwise e-files the ACA Forms with both the IRS and
state as needed. They can choose to file only with the State as well.
Learn more

Employee Copy Distribution
ACAwise offers two different options that clients can add on to meet their
employee distribution needs under IRS section 6056.
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Postal Mailing: ACAwise prints and mails the form copies accurately.
Learn more
Online Access: Employee copies are made available to recipients online
through ACAwise’s secure online portal. Learn more

Unique Features of ACAwise
Simple Data Import Option

Data Validation

Simple options to import payroll,
benefits, and employee census data
using our Excel templates or your
own templates.

Performs Data integrity checks, data
validation against the IRS business
rules & XML schemas and provides
an Excel template to correct errors, if
any.

Portal for reviewing and
approving forms

Multi-User Access

Access the ACA forms generated by
ACAwise to review, approve and
make corrections to them as
needed.

You can provide individual access for
your staff members to assist and
manage your ACA reporting
efficiently.

Control Panel

White Label

Once after completing the returns,
you can easily track the status of all
returns from the control panel in your
ACAwise account.

ACAwise offers a white-label option
for TPAs to provide ACA reporting
service with their brand name to
their clients.

Simplify your ACA Reporting Process
with the Help of ACAwise
ACAwise helps your organization maintain compliance by generating and
e-filing ACA Forms 1094 and 1095 with the IRS and state and by offering
employee copy distribution solutions.
Our team of experts has the experience to assist you throughout the filing
process and answer any questions that you may have.

Visit ACAwise.com for more information, and share your filing needs with us at
support@acawise.com to begin the process!

Contact Us
ACAwise
2685 Celanese Road, Suite 100,
Rock Hill, SC 29732.

Follow Us at

704.954.8420
support@acawise.com

